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1 Introduction

This is a proposal to encode a new character in the ‘Arabic’ block of the Unicode standard:

Glyph Code Character name

 061D ARABIC SIYAQ NUMBER MARK

2 Description

In some Siyaq traditions, the supertending mark is written above numbers in order to indicate that they
belong to a set (see figure 1). This mark is an abbreviation of the Arabic word سياق siyāq consisting of the
initial form of س +0633 followed by ــ +0640 . The sign extends
the entire width of the numerical sequence. In code charts, the character is to be represented using the glyph
 in order to specify that it requires special rendering behavior. It is used in encoded text as follows:


�𞴁𞴍� < ��, ,

�� ��, ,
. +002E >

The may be used with all four Siyaq blocks.

3 Character Data

Character properties In the format of UnicodeData.txt:

061D;ARABIC SIYAQ NUMBER MARK;Cf;0;AN;;;;;N;;;;;

Linebreaking properties In the format of LineBreak.txt:

061D;AL # Cf ARABIC SIYAQ NUMBER MARK

Arabic shaping properties In the format of ArabicShaping.txt:

061D; ARABIC SIYAQ NUMBER MARK; U; No_Joining_Group
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Figure 1: Usage of the Siyaq number sign (from Pihan 1860: 237).
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